Research Opportunities In Surgery Simulation

Hi, my name is Jonas Forsslund and I’m a PhD candidate at KTH, currently working in the Biorobotics and Surgery simulation lab at Stanford University, USA. If you find the pictures above awesome, I would like to invite you to work with me for you exjobb (MSc thesis) or similar, in Sweden or on-site in California. For the entrepreneurial minded there are also opportunities in my spin-off company or new enterprises. Thesis topics of interest include but are not limited to implementation and verification of state of the art graphic rendering algorithms, head-tracking and workstation design, 3D user interfaces, medical imaging segmentation and simulation case creation workflow.

All topics require decent programming skills, and a hunger to learn more, work hard and take own initiatives. Sounds great?! Email me in Swedish or English at jofo02@kth.se today with a text about yourself to find out more!